A Content Engagement,
Lead Conversion, and
Lead Enrichment
Platform Powered by AI
Hushly uses the power of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) to deliver personalized content recommendations that we
have statistically proven increases lead conversions by at least 51%.
B2B marketers achieve these incredible lead conversion results because our software enhances the visitors
content experience by offering value (the content) and removing the friction (the form), to achieve higher lead
conversions. By using Hushly, your website becomes more eﬃcient and effective at getting visitors engaged
with relevant content while converting more hand raisers. You can achieve personalization at scale and see an
immediate increase in lead conversions from day one. You don’t need to rip and replace your website, landing
pages, or invest in a ton of other marketing tools in order to beneﬁt. Hushly works with any website technology.

ByThe Numbers:
Proof Hushly Lead Generation Software Really Works
It’s been said that the proof is in the numbers. Here are a few that we’re sure will convince
you that Hushly has a lead generation software worth investing in!
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Solution Offerings
Content Streams
Create any number of content streams. Group
them into any manner and include any number of
assets. Also, embed streams into your web pages
to enhance product pages, blog pages, the
homepage and more.

Self Nurturing Landing Pages

Content Hubs

Gone are the days of a dead end landing pages.
Now you can create any number of Hushly landing
pages which have content recommendations built
in along with a Netﬂix type content bingeing
approach for viewing next and previous assets in a
stream.

Create an one overall content hub or several hubs
at no additional cost. Give ﬁeld marketing the
capability to create any number of hubs for ABM,
demand generation campaigns and more.

Safety-Net (Abandonment Conversions)
Our abandonment solution is best in class and it can work on any existing website, landing page, or other
vendors content hub. Our goal is to capture incremental lead conversions from existing traffic with a content
preview and relevant content recommendations. Our offering is light weight and with a simple tag you can be
up and running in hours.

Active Customer Use Cases
If you're not sure how you would use Hushly at your company, let us help by showing you examples of our
current customers use us to increase content engagement, lead conversions, and lead quality at a fraction of
their current acquisition cost. In all of these use cases below you can use Hushly to simplify what you're already
doing or simply replace what you have so that you're only getting human-veriﬁed business leads from all of your
paid or earned web traﬃc.
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